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Can Providers make a difference to Home Learning?
By Jackie Bateman – Improvement Advisor for Hinckley and Bosworth

In June 2011 the Department for Education published the findings of a report on 
‘Provider Influence on the Early Home Learning Environment’. The research was 
commissioned before the Coalition government took office on 11 May 2010 and 
does not necessarily reflect the current Government policy.

However, the report looked at the importance of the role of parents in supporting 
their children at home and taking an interest in their child’s early learning. It 
suggested that if practitioners in settings work together in conjunction with 
parents by offering support and guidance, this can improve the quality of learning 
at home. The study implied that this can be achieved with minimal input of 
resources and with little cost implications for both settings and parents. 

To begin with the study looked at previous research which suggested that;

“Supporting parents to help them provide a positive home learning environment 
is a vital part of improving outcomes for children, especially those from 
disadvantaged backgrounds” 

(Gutman and Feinstein 2007; Sylva et al 2004; Desforges and Abouchar 2008)

This evidence suggested that if parents are given support to improve the learning 
at home for the children, there will be a significant impact on the outcomes for 
children including attainment and achievement up to the age of 16. 

The recent study in 2011 used an Early Home Learning Index consisting of seven 
activities: 

• parent reading to the child 

• parent taking the child to the library 

• child playing with letters 

• parent helping their child to learn the alphabet 

• parent teaching their child numbers or counting 

• parent teaching their child songs, poems or nursery rhymes 

• child painting or drawing at home

This index was used to measure the degree of home learning taking place as 
parents and children engaged in these activities before and after the children 
started at an early years setting. The results were obtained by recording the 
answers to questions when interviewing parents and practitioners and looked to 
see if there was an increase in home learning. 

However, as the parents grew to understand the importance of sharing the 
learning experiences with their children, they developed a much wider concept of 
early home learning and understood that it was much broader and not limited to 
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the seven activities. Parents talked about providing a wider range of early home 
learning activities that benefited their children such as helping with the domestic 
chores and outdoor activities. In fact, some parents saw that their role was to 
provide different kinds of experiences to those provided by the setting, outdoor 
play, riding bikes etc. Therefore the study found difficulty in measuring the degree 
of home learning by using just the seven index activities.

The research showed that all the providers in the study were raising parents’ 
awareness of how to help their children learn in the home environment. However, 
although awareness was raised, the definition of early home learning was 
different for parents, staff and managers. Nevertheless, practitioners did agree on 
a similar definition of early home learning as being an interaction between parent 
and child that enables the child to learn.  

The findings of the research showed that although all parents wanted to help 
their children, they needed more information on how this support could be given. 
Many families were taking part in some home learning with their children, but 
there were significant differences between children in less educated households 
and poorer families. 

A surprising piece of the research found that although all parents had provided 
some sort of home learning before they started in a setting, this wasn’t the case 
after a few months. Some parents did more activities with their children and 
some did less, thinking that their child was more independent after starting at a 
setting and this was now part of the role of the nursery.  

Other findings showed that parents need to be reminded  and settings needed to 
reinforce the importance of home learning as an on-going message and explain a 

variety of activities that could be done at home. This could be by showing parents 
how the seven index activities can be incorporated into everyday experiences 
e.g. numbers and letters can be part of shopping at the supermarket as children 
recognise them on the goods that they purchase.

The report acknowledged the barriers to home learning and highlighted the need 
for support by settings. Families with no-one in full employment appeared to 
do little in terms of home learning and the study suggested that providers could 
carry out home visits or organise activities for the whole family to join in. Another 
barrier to home learning was the lack of time for parents to take part in home 
learning activities and this is difficult to address other than reassuring parents 
that any time given is something.

Findings of the report showed that parents did not see home learning as a priority 
when starting their child in a setting; but saw the practitioners’ ability to look 
after their children as essential. However, the study found that parents did want 
information about what their children should be doing at different ages and 
stages and what activities they could do at home to support them.

Practitioners found that the best way to support parents with advice about 
activities that could be done at home was by talking to parents on an individual 
basis rather than providing written information and resources. This could be 
done on a daily basis and making use of drop-off and pick-up times, plus, stay 
and play sessions. However, the report did recognise that there are barriers that 
limit this engagement with parents and this can be parents’ lack of time, dislike 
of educational settings due to personal school experiences being unpleasant, lack 
of confidence and language barriers with parents having English as an additional 
language.
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However, those parents who said that they had increased the number and range 
of activities for their child at home said it was because they were given advice 
from the providers.

Overall, the study showed that there was no significant increase in early home 
learning; but, most parents did take part in more early learning activities with 
their children after they had started in a setting than before. This included those 
activities that they were already doing and others that they were introduced to 
by practitioners and their wider understanding of the concept of home learning. 
Therefore, there were more of these home learning activities, but they were 
difficult to measure as they were not strictly linked to the seven activities in the 
Home Learning Index. 

To conclude, the report stated that there is a need to reinforce the importance of 
continuous parental input in early home learning and that the staff in settings 
should address this when it is not happening to give the children the best possible 
start in learning and in life.

For more information about working with parents to improve Home Learning 
Environments speak to your Improvement or Development Advisors using the 
contact details at the end of this section.
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No Pens = No Learning? No way!!
2011 was the year of communication which was supported by the ‘Hello’ 
campaign to help children improve their communicating skills. Lots of settings 
through out Leicestershire have been working with ‘Hello’ resources as part of 
their day to day practice. As a focal point for the campaign Wednesday 28th 
September was dubbed ‘No pens Wednesday’ and was a day to celebrate verbal 
communication. Nursery Nurse, Jo Berry from Thrussingotn C of E Primary took on 
the challenge and tells us how she got on:

“On Wednesday 28th September children in Class 1 at Thrussington C of E 
Primary school put down their pens, pencils, crayons and any mark making 
equipment to back the ‘Hello’ campaign of No Pens Day; a day when children 
learn through speaking and listening activities. 

We started by introducing the day through an assembly looking at the 
importance of verbal communication. The majority of the class at the start of the 
day thought we couldn’t learn without a pencil. “Oh no what are we going to do 
in literacy? We can’t use the whiteboard”. There was a real buzz in the classroom 
as the children discussed excitedly how we would tackle different situations. The 
hardest part of the day was staff not being allowed to use a pen; wanting to jot 
down post it notes of observations of the children and having to sneak to a corner 
of the room to avoid the children seeing us using one! 

In literacy we read ‘The Gruffalo’ and a round robin of activities took place in the 
Eco area outside. Children had the opportunity to interview the mouse which we 

recorded with microphones and evaluated at the end of the session by listening 
back to it. They also came up with an alternative ending to the story which they 
acted out, taking on the roles of different characters. The challenge of building 
a den for the Gruffalo was also given to them, encouraging the children to work 
together, listen to each others ideas, share and take turns. As there were no pens 
in sight, we also asked the children, in a small group, to use natural materials such 
as leaves, bark, twigs and sticks to make pictures of the characters from the story. 
We had some great creations. 

  “I learnt more about the Gruffalo and the  other characters and how they 
felt. It made me think a bit more”  

During numeracy the class were looking at shapes. Foundation Stage produced 
some fabulous repeating shape potato printing paintings. Years 1 and 2 looked at 
the properties of shapes and sorted them according to their own criteria, having 
to talk and reason together as writing labels for their sorted groups was strictly 
prohibited!  

The afternoon was spent handling building materials, talking about how they 
feel, what they are used for and what they are made of.  During RE the children 
proved again that they didn’t need pens and paper as they sorted a variety of real 
harvest foods into where they come from before they arrive at the shop. All the 
children listened well to each others ideas, becoming quite persuasive (and strong 
minded!) when reasoning.



At the end of the day the class all agreed that learning had still taken place despite 
the lack of pens, pencils and crayons and they would love to repeat the day. Next 
time we would like to have a whole school ‘No Pens’ day and see how Key Stage 2 
manages without pens for the day!  

So go ahead, hide away your pens and pencils for a day and you will be amazed by 
the learning that takes place.”

 “You don’t always need a pen, you can use others things to make letters, like 
bark. I’m going to see if I can get my whole family not to use a pen for the 
rest of the day”. 

Rhona (6 years old) 

“I’ve learnt that some things can be done without using a pen. In maths 
we didn’t learn about numbers and money but talked about the shapes 
instead” 

(Alex, aged 6 years old). 

If you would like more information about improving communication skills at your 
setting, speak to your Improvement or Development Advisor. Alternatively you can 
also visit www.leics.gov.uk/helloresources to access a range of resources to help 
improve communication skills.
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Involving parents
Children learn more in their first five years of than they do throughout the rest 
of their life time, so it is important that as early years workers we provide a 
stimulating and education environment at our settings. But what about when 
the children go home? They still need to have the same opportunities to learn 
and take on information. So to give children the best possible start in life it is 
important to get parents/carers involved with their children’s learning too, so they 
continue the learning at home.There are lots of ways to do this;

• invite parents to join in at the setting

• arrange fun days or sports days and invite parents along to join in

• give the children activities to do at home which need a parent to be involved

This may all sound like a lot of work and a bit daunting it you haven’t done it 
before. Daisy Chain Nursery in Blaby are a good example of getting parents 
involved in their children’s learning, we spoke to Manager, Amanda Donkin, to find 
out how they do it.

“We understand that it can be difficult for parents to find time after work to do 
extra activities with their child, so to make it easier for parents we use activities 
which they can do alongside their normal routines. All parents spent time with 
their children at the weekend, either at the park, or they might go swimming - so 
we encourage them to create a chatterbox.

Example of information given to parents from Daisy Chains

Chatterbox Time 
Other ways we work to get parents 
involved is by using time that parents 
and their children would normally spend 
together - the weekend. We choose 
fun activities which appeal to both the 
parents and child and run them for a 
couple of hours on a weekend. The key 
is to keep the activity short so it doesn’t 
take up too much of a Saturday and to 
let parents know well in advance so 
they can plan to attend. We recently ran 
a ‘Build a Rocket’ session, which ran on 
a Saturday for from 3pm - 4.30pm. We 
sent invitations to parents and had a 
good turnout because it wasn’t just 
fun for the children, but I think a lot of 
the parents secretly enjoyed making a 
firing rockets as it took them back to 
their childhood!

 
 
 

Chatterbox Time 
  

‘Chatterboxes’ are a tool used for communication amongst children, families and practitioners.  The original idea suggests that nursery sends home a sealed box of surprises for the child and parent to explore together. This interaction will in turn instigate communication.  Our varied strategy for the Chatterboxes is to link this to a sharing experience for the children.  Instead of sending home a box of prompts for communication, the box will be empty!  If it is your child’s turn to take the chatterbox home please send back to nursery with a choice/choices made by your child.  This choice will then be shared at circle time as Keeley, Rhian or Shilpa open the box in anticipation alongside the other children.  Your child will then be encouraged and supported in sharing their excitement. 
 Recently children have shared tickets to ‘The Tiger who Came to Tea’ and spoke of their experiences at the show.  Other examples include children bringing their dance costumes in from a recent dance show in which they participated. 
 Chatterbox time has been inspired by an initiative developed by Leicestershire County Council. 
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Build a rocket invite
Another activity we ran was a rhyming afternoon, we 
invited parents to come in to the settings to sing and learn 
some songs which could be practiced with the children 
and siblings at home. We saw this as a small step to 
encouraging parents to continue the learning from the 
settings at home.

Rhyming activity invitation
A lot of the activities we used were inspired from the ‘Hello 
- year of communication resources’ available from www.
leics.gov.uk/helloresources - we found them to be a great 
starting point for our parent activities.” 

For more information about involving parents at your 
setting contact you Development or Improvement Advisor, 
and don’t forget to visit www.leics.gov.uk.helloresources to 
make the most of the free resources.

 

Great Rhymes Make Great 

Readers! 
The Rhyme Challenge @ Daisy Chain … 

 

Dear Parents, 

Your child is taking part in The Rhyme Challenge. The Challenge is 

great fun and will involve your child learning rhymes with their friends 

and carers, and sharing them at home with parents and siblings.  

 

So that all the family can get involved in the Rhyme Challenge we will be 

sending rhyme sheets home via your child, making it fun and easy to join 

in. Many of the rhymes can also be found at www.bookstart.org.uk. 

We hope to provide a video link via our website that will enable parents to 

watch their children enjoying rhymes with their friends at nursery. 

 

Depending upon interest we also hope to facilitate a social afternoon 

where we can all share in the achievements of the children.  

All at Daisy Chain xx 

 
I would be interested in attending the rhyming 

challenge social afternoon :(TBC; December 2011) 

_______________ (name) 
 

 

 

 

5 4 3 2 1 … Build a Rocket @ Daisy Chain 
  

Saturday 5th November 2011 from 3.00pm until 4.30pm. 
 Alongside the campaign ‘Hello Leicestershire’, Daisy Chain has joined next months challenge; ‘BUILD A ROCKET’. 

 ‘Hello Leicestershire’ is an initiative developed in the 
interests of supporting communication via a series of themes. 

 Please let us know if you hope to attend so that we can cater for refreshments. 
 

You will need to bring … 
 

• Your child! • An assortment of materials / ‘junk’, that you and your child intend to creatively transform into a rocket. Daisy Chain will have plenty of glue, scissors, paint, aprons and refreshments. 
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Electronic Information for Schools Service 
For the last three years the main channel of communication between the 
local authority and Leicestershire’s schools has been online via the Electronic 
Information for Schools Service (EIS).

This online system is used by the majority of local authority services and 
departments to cascade information out to schools about a whole range of 
issues, including:

• training available

• changes to legislation/guidance

• best practice information

• change in contact details

All of the information for Year 1 and Reception Classes from the Early Learning 
and Childcare Service is posted on EIS so it is important you are able to use the 
system and check it on a regular basis.

Now, if you aren’t very confident at using EIS there is no need to panic, or think 
that you are going to miss out. All you need to do is spend a bit of time working 
through the online help section, which will show you how to:

• search for information by Service

• navigate round the site for the latest information

• find documents, such as training information

• find the training and events section

If you aren’t used to using the online system it might seem daunting and not 
worth the hassle of learning a new skill, but just think of all the opportunities you 
are missing out on. In the last 6 months alone the Early Learning and Childcare 
Service has posted information about:

• training for schools

• how to collect free resources

• information and free resources from ‘Hello’ the year of communication

So if you stay away from EIS, maybe it’s time you had a another look and took 
advantage of all the important resources and information you have been missing 
out on. To log on to EIS simply visit:

https://portal.leics.embc.uk.com/

All of the Early Learning and Childcare Service information can also be found at 
www.leics.gov.uk/earlylearning

If you have any queries or question please call us on 0116 305 7373.
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Our Ideas Tree 
Including parents in the planning of lessons is a real way to get them involved 
with the setting and take an active interest in their children’s learning and 
development. Sketchley Hill have invented an innovative way to get parents 
involved, Judith Nix tells us more:

“To promote the involvement of parents and children in planning we have 
introduced an ideas tree, located outside of the classroom.  We put leaves out 
for the parents to collect.  Together with their child at home, they write down 
ideas of anything that their child would like to do or learn about in school, or any 
questions they would like to investigate.  Children then hang the leaves on the 
tree and practitioners use their thoughts to inform planning, keeping children’s 
interests central to the provision.  The parents and children love it; many of their 
original ideas have already given our planning fresh inspiration.  In the future, 
we have plans to continually develop the tree, keeping it exciting.  These include 
asking children, ‘what is your favourite book?’ around World Book Day, and, 
‘what would you like to know about year 1?’ during transition.  We also plan to 
hang baubles on the tree at Christmas time, and towards the end of the year, 
‘I am really good at…’ stars to encourage self evaluation, promoting children’s 
involvement in their own assessment.”
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Sketchley Hill has also been working on ways to improve boys CLLD skills: 
The Magic Story Table
We have had several cohorts where boys have made less progress than girls in CLLD (notably 
affecting results in the writing scale).  In particular, mark making has been an issue.  High on our 
list of priorities this year is to plan inspiring mark making opportunities that will appeal to the 
boys.  The magic story table is simply a table covered in white paper with thick plastic covering 
taped on top.  We put a variety of objects on the table, including such things as spiders, globes, 
flowers, Spiderman, dolls, dinosaurs… (the list is endless and the children have some great ideas 
of what they would like!) so capturing the imagination of the boys as well as the girls.  The boys 
are loving it because they can do BIG drawings and mark making, they can work with peers or 
alone, they are able to add their own artefacts, they can mark make and rub out to their hearts 
content!

For a twist, we intend to change the white paper to black as we come into the season of 
fireworks and the celebration of Diwalli, and leave out neon dry erase markers.

The children have loved it and it has really encouraged the boys to pick up a pen.

Look at ‘Mark Making Matters’,  http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110202093118/
http:/nationalstrategies.standards.dcsf.gov.uk/node/132558 for more ideas to support young 
children’s meaningful mark making across all areas of learning and development.

More creative mark making… why not try: twigs in mud, bath crayons in the water tray, chalks on 
a wet playground, fingers in shaving foam or baby lotion mixed with glitter in a tuff spot…

For more information about either of the issues covered contact your Improvement or 
Development Advisors.

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110202093118/http:/nationalstrategies.standards.dcsf.gov.uk/node/132558
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110202093118/http:/nationalstrategies.standards.dcsf.gov.uk/node/132558


Improvement Advisors
Blaby and Oadby and Wigston 
Hilary Price - 0116 305 6613 
Jane Gemmell  - 0116 305 8362 
Linda Newcombe - 0116 305 6209 
Liz Smith - 0116 305 5444 
Sam Thrower - 0116 305 6557 
Sarah Bond - 0116 305 6418

Charnwood 
Brenda Clayton - 0116 305 6702 
brenda.clayton@leics.gov.uk

Gill Rogerson -  0116 305 6702 
gill.rogerson@leics.gov.uk

Jill Thompson -  0116 305 6702 
jill.thompson@leics.gov.uk

Naseem Moolla -  0116 305 5444 
naseem.moolla@leics.gov.uk

Nicky Turner - 0116 305 5444  
nickey.turner@leics.gov.uk

Harborough and Melton 
Ann Lee - 0116 305 5832  
ann.lee@leics.gov.uk

Cathryn Wilkinson - 0116 305 6817 
cathryn.wilkinson@leics.gov.uk

Kerry Geever - 0116 305 8049  
kerry.geever@leics.gov.uk

Sarita Gilbert - 0116 305 5832  
sarita.gilbert@leics.gov.uk

Hinckley and Bosworth 
Jennie Bainbridge - 0116 305 8217 
jennie.bainbridge@leics.gov.uk

Ailsa Robinson - 0116 305 5832  
ailsa.robinson@leics.gov.uk

Jackie Bateman - 0116 305 8362 
jackie.bateman@leics.gov.uk

Kathryn Wilkinson - 0116 305 6817 
kathryn.wilkinson@leics.gov.uk

Natasha Odom - 0116 305 6817 
natasha.odom@leics.gov.uk

North West Leicestershire 
Cathryn Wilkinson - 0116 305 6817 
cathryn.wilkinson@leics.gov.uk

Helen Moses - 0116 305 6739 
helen.moses@leics.gov.uk

Jane McNee - 0116 305 6362 
jane.mcnee@leics.gov.uk

Julia Beckreck - 0116 305 6209 
julia.beckreck@leics.gov.uk

Kathryn Wilkinson - 0116 305 6817  
kathryn.wilkinson@leics.gov.uk

Natasha Odom - 0116 305 6817  
natasha.odom@leics.gov.uk

Nikki Middleton - 0116 305 6739 
nikki.middleton@leics.gov.uk

Valerie Tobin - 0116 305 6739 
valerie.tobin@leics.gov.uk
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Development Advisors
Harborough 
Chris Thomas - 0116 305 6817 
christine.thomas@leics.gov.uk

Sandie Wrzyszcz - 0116 305 8362 
sandie.wrzyszcz@leics.gov.uk

Angela Dunnett - 0116 305 6557   
angela.dunnett@leics.gov.uk

Melanie Dobson - 0116 305 5444  
melanie.dobson@leics.gov.uk

Melton 
Sandie Wrzyszcz  
t: 0116 305 8362 
e: sandie.wrzyszcz@leics.gov.uk

Oadby/ Wigston 
Angela Dunnett  
t: 0116 305 6557 
e: angela.dunnett@leics.gov.uk

Blaby 
Melanie Dobson  
t: 0116 305 5444 
e: melanie.dobson@leics.gov.uk

Hinckley and Bosworth 
Christine Thomas 
t: 0116 305 6817 
e: christine.thomas@leics.gov.uk

Charnwood and North West  
Leicestershire 
Jayne Pearce  
t: 0116 305 5444 
e: jayne.pearce@leics.gov.uk

Helen Lowe 
t: 0116 305 6209 
e: Helen.lowe@leics.gov.uk

Service Helplines
Provider helpline 
t: 0116 305 7136

Finance helpline 
t: 0116 305 5788

Partnership Plus articles 
t: 0116 305 7373

INFORM helpline 
t: 0116 305 5788 
e: INFORM@leics.gov.uk

Provider details up date 
t: 0116 305 6361 
e: childcare@leics.gov.uk

Training helpline 
t: 0116 305 6555

Recruitment and retention support 
t: 0116 305 6392

Monitoring Support Officers
Sara Lamont 
t: 0116 305 8252 
e: sara.lamont@leics.gov.uk

Kirsty Grimsley 
t: 0116 305 8087 
e: kirsty.grimsley@leics.gov.uk

Business Support Officers
Gordon Beck 
t: 0116 305 6816 
e: Gordon.beck@leics.gov.uk

Praksha Bathia 
t: 0116 305 8048 
e: praksha.bathia@leics.gov.uk



Have your say
Let us know what you think about any articles, issues or your ideas for 
future features - you can do this in two ways;

•   e-mail us directly to childcare@leics.gov.uk

•   fill in our online form by visiting - www.leics.gov.uk/pplushaveyoursay

We look forward to hearing from you.
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